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ABSTRACT 

The paper takes up a fairly general problem with 
simultaneous possession of resources met in satel
lite communication systems. A set of stations 
share channels on a demand basis. To request a 
channel a station needs to possess a token. The 
system is modelled as a stationary Markovian 
system. With FCFS channel allocation discipline, 
the system is analyzed as a conditional loss 
system (a call is lost if no token is available, 
otherwise it hangs on) and with one round patience 
(a call hangs on if it gets a token for the next 
round). Performance measures are waitingtime and 
probability of loss. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a set of earthstations sharing communication 
channels on a satellite, demand access is an 
attractive solution. On demand then a station 
requests a channel, uses it for some time and then 
returns it to the pool of free channels. 

First it is recognized that a static allocation of 
some channels to stations and the rest of the 
channels to share, resembles a grading (with 
queueing in front of the common pool). This 
problem is treated in literature and not discussed 
here. 

We now assume all channels to be shared and intro
duce another complexity, the notion of a token. 
To ensure fairness among requesting stations, a 
call is required to hold a permit or a token 
before it is allowed to place a channel request. 
Tokens are granted to stations for exclusive use 
at the time of system generation. 

Arriving calls to a station first compete for a 
token (the first resource) and then for channel 
(the second resource). When a channel is granted, 
the request token is returned to the station to be 
used by the next call. 

This type of queueing problem termed simultaneous 
resource possession problems [SAUE 78] is a fairly 
large and unexplored class of problems. Even with 
just 2 resource types the problems are not easily 
tractable . 
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Simultaneous resource possession problems arise in 
a variety of situations. Some kno"m works in this 
area are on networks, [PENN 75] and computer 
models, [SAUE 78], [JACO 81] and [MARS 81]. 

2. MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS 

Let there be n basestations. Station i holds r. 
tokens, each of which permits a call to request1a 
channel from the common channel allocator, fig. 1. 
A station with r tokens can thus have up to r re
quests pending at the channel allocator. There 
are altogether c common channels and the allocator 
treats requests on a FCFS basis. Calls to station 
i are assumed generated by a source Si according 
to a Poisson process with rate Ai. Let 

A = L A. 
i 1 

(1) 

All calls are assumed to have n e d channel 
holdingtimes with rate~. The system is station
ary. 

S I r--'\ Al ~Il. 
~ .... ," .... channel requests 

........ and grants 
~~ .... ~, 

s , ~"-"--------~tJ 
I /~ 

"" channel 

~
I A ,,-;" 

sn n -;." 

n 

c all sources stations 

allocator , 
c channels 

Fig. 1. n stations share c channels 

3. GENERAL SYSTEM PROPERTIES 

With c channels in the system and a general 
channel allocation procedure and a general call 
behaviour, the statespace is partitioned into 
three characteristic sets of states: 
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Sf - states where there are free channels 

Sc - one state with c channels busy and no 
waiting calls 

Sw - states with waiting calls 

Obviously Sf and Sw communicate,only over Sc. It 
behoove s us to be able to descrlbe the whole sys
tem by considering Sf and S in isolation with S . 
This is a general prlnciplewadvocated by dr. K.M: 
Olsson for simulation. 

Let us look at a lifecycle of the system, starting 
with a nonbusy period (NBP) and followed by a busy 
period (BP). The busy period is divided into a 
sequence of none waiting-periods (NWP) and waiting 
periods (WP), fig. 2. 

# in system NWP WP WP 

c 

WP - wai ting period 
NWP - no n e waiting period 

: NBP ,. I 
BP 

time 
I .,. • 

Fig. 2. A lifecycle of the system 

Let 

T
nbp 

E (length of a non busy period) 

T E (length of a none waiting period) 
nwp 

T E (length of a waiting period) 
wp 

T
bp 

E (length of a busy period) 

Tnb a~d Tw are th~ mean recurrence time~ for 
excgrslons ¥rom S lnto Sf and S respectlvely . 

c w 
Let 

prob (system is in state Sc) 

prob a random arrival hits a NWP) 

Over a long time T the number of transitions 
S into Sf is Tp o~c, likewise the number 
t~ansitions inton~ is Tp A. Multiplying 
number of transiti~ns intgwR subsystem with 
mean recurrence time and summing up gives 

TPnwp~C Tnbp + TPnwp AT wp + TPnwp T 

or 

Pnwp ~cT b + AT + 1 
np wp 

Likewise for a WP 

Pwp prob (to hit a WP) 
AT 

Pnwp 
OAT = 

wp 
wp ~CTnbp + AT + 1 

wp 
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The length of a NBP is (due to the Markov property) 
equal to the length between subsequent lost arri
vals in a loss system with c-l channels. 

Denoting this length X
c

_
l 

we write following K.M. 
Olsson [OLSS 75] 

-SXv 
0v (s) = E(e ) 

and it is found that 

s+A+V-V0
V

_
1 

(s) 

A 

, V= 1,2, •. c 

00 (s) = S+A 

We are interested in 

d0
c

_
1 

(s) 

ds 
s=O 

From (6) we find using (7) 

1 V I + I E (X
V

_
l

) V=1,2, •• c 

1 
I 

= - 0 (0) 
c-l 

(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7) 

(Ba) 

(Bb) 

Comparing (B) with the well known recursion formula 
for E

l
,V for a loss system finally gives 

T 
nbp 

1 
X =---
c-l AE 1 ,c_l 

We shall now look at two system models. For an 
arrival from S, let 
'V l 

w
i 

- waitingtime for channel 

Ei - loss probability 

4. CONDITIONAL LOSS SYSTEM 

(9) 

In this case arriving calls to a basestation first 
ask for a channel request token. If there are no 
free tokens they leave, otherwise they join the 
channel request queue Q and hang on until a 
channel is granted, fig~ 3. 
Let every basestation possess one token, r

i
= l,Vi. 

~_II._.I~ 
• E2 QR c c h a nne ls 

• 

Fig. 3. The conditional loss case 
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We first look at the auxiliary system (with all c 
channels busy) consisting of the statespaces S 
and S using mean value analysis. (Variables tn 
the a~xiliary system are starred.) Let 

N~ - mean number of tokens from basestation i 
1. 

in Q
R 

Wi - mean waitingtime for channel requests from 
basestation i in Q

R 
E~ 1. 

loss probability, prob (no token at base 
station i) 

Then using Little's formula on queue Q
R 

With one token at a basestation 

E~ = N* 
1. i 

such that 

N* = A. (l-N~)W~ 
i 1. 1. 1. 

(10 ) 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

With the FeFS service discipline in Q
R 

an arriving 
station i call which finds a token, w1.11 have a 
mean waitingtime 

W~ 1. 
l: 

).lc j~i 
N* +

j ).lc 
i=1,2, .. n (13) 

The mean number S in Q
R 

is used as an auxiliary 
variable 

S = l: N* 
i 

i 
and (13) becomes 

W~ =~ (S-N.)+ 
1.).lc 1.).lc 

i=1,2, . . n 

Substituted into (12) gives 

Arranged 

A N*2 - [(S+2) A. +).lc ] N~ + A. (S+l) 
i i 1. 1. 1. 

If we make the substitution 

y. = 1-N~ 1. 1. 

the above quadratic equation becomes 

(14) 

(15) 

(16a) 

o (16b) 

with always one positive root (the other is nega
tive) . O<Ni<l requires y i to be positive such that 

[-SA. -).lC+ I (SA. +).lc) 2+4A . ).l~] /2A. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

or 

N* = [2A.+SA.+).lc- 1 (SA.+).lC)2+4A .).lc']/2A. (17) 
i 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

S is found by substituting this equation into (14) 

S = E.(2+S) +l:Lr~ _ /(~+~)2+ ).lC'] (18) 
2 . 2A. 2 2>" . >.. . . 1. 1. 1. 1. 

3 
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where 0 < S < n 

S has to be found numerically . 

Assuming independence among the stations the pro
bability pAwp that no calls are waiting is 
(remember E~ = N~) 

1. 1. 

P~wp IT ( l-N~) 
1. 

i 

The probability to find no calls waiting in the 
auxiliary system is 

or 

l/A 
l/A+T 

wp 

T = (_1_ -1) /A 
wp P~wp 

where P~wp is given by (19) . 

(19) 

(20) 

An arrival in the auxiliary system may only be lost 
when it hits a WP . We then have since N~ = E* 

1. i 
Twp 

Ni = pr ob (arrival is lost/hits a WP) o T +l/A 
wp 

The probability that a random arrival to station i 
is lost is therefore 

E. 
1. 

1 N* (T +l/A)_op 
i wp Twp wp 

(21) 

The probability that a random arrival has to wait 
is 

prob(w.>O) = p +[l -N~(T +l/A)/T]p (22) 
1. nwp 1. wp wp wp 

The expected waitingtime W~ in the auxiliary system 
is for those which are not1.10s t 

W* 
i 

E(w~/not lost) 
1. 

E(w~/hits a NWP) p* +E(w~/hits a WP 
1. nwp 1. 

n is not lost)p* 
wp 

~ . l/A 
).lc T +l/A + E(wi/hits a WP 

wp n not lost) ° Twp 

Solved to give 

E(w~/hits a WP n not lost) 
1. 

I
I W~ (T +l/A) - ~ oll

J
/ T 

1. wP ).lC A wp 

T +l/A 
wp 

which for the whole system readily gives 

1 
E(wi/not lost) = ).lc · Pnwp 

+[W~(T +l/A)- ~ llJP /T 
1. wP ).lC A wp wP 
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5. ONE ROUND WAITING LIMIT 

A call which hits a NBP is served promptly. 
which hits a NWP will acquire a token at its 
station and request a channel. 

A call 
base-

A call which hits a WP will hang on if it gets a 
token from its basestation for the next round, 
otherwise it leaves. A round is the period of 
time taken to give a channel to those calls which 
arrived in the previous round. 

The length of a general round is C.' The first 
round with length Cl' starts with the first call 
in a WP. 

With r . tokens at station i, calls from source 
S. will thus leave if they see all r. tokens taken 
f6r the next round, see fig. 4. The~queue Q. where 
calls wait for the next round, can accomodat~ up 
to r. calls. 

~ 

• 

A. 
~ 

11 - - 1 

• 

-/---'~~:_I_I -_----,I ~ 
c 

Fig. 4. One round waiting time. 

Calls allocated a channel within round j+l of a 
WP, all arrived in round j, j~l. It is immaterial 
when tokens become free in round j, station i will 
accept up to Ni calls for round j+1. We now study 
the WP of the system. The expected length of the 
WP is 

T 
wp 

Then 

L: E(C.) 
j J 

prob (station i places V .. 
~J 

; (A.t)V -A.t . ~ ~ 
0 . --- e 

v! 

00 (A.t)k -A.t 
L ~ ~ v 

e 
k=r. 

k! 
~ 

0 v 

~ 

= 

> 

(24) 

v tokens in round 
/C

j 
= t) 

v < r . 
~ 

r . (25) 
~ 

r. 
~ 

4 
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Then 

E(z 

= z 

v . . 
~J/C.=t) 

r. 
~ 

J 

r.-l (A.t)k ~ 

L: ~ 

--k-!- e 
k=O 

r. 
+ z ~ L: 

-At 

e 

e 

k 
z 

-A t 
i 

-A t 
i 

(26) 

The total number of tokens placed in C
j 

is then 

X. =' L: V .. (27) 
J i ~J 

Since the V .. s are independent 
X ~J 

E(z j/C.=t) = G. (z/C.=t) 

random variables 
V .. 

J J J 
IT E(z ~J/c.=t) 

J i 
Unconditioning on t 

G. (z) 
J 

f 
t=O 

f 

G. (z /C .=t)dF. (t) 
J J J 

V .. 
IT E(z ~J/C.=t)dF. (t) 

t=O i J J 

f 
t=O 

(28) 

(29) 

This equation can be manipulated to bring in the 
derivatives of F.*(s), see example leading up to 

J (43b) . 

The expected number of tokens placed in the 
channel resource queue during round j is 

E(X. ) 
J 

dG . (z) 
_J __ 

dz 
z=l 

G (1) 
j 

(30) 

Take now the Laplace transform of the length of 
round j. 

F.*(s) 
J 

Obviously 

-sC 
E(e j) 

-sC. k 
E(e J/x . =k) = (~) 

J-1 s+~c 

Unconditioning gives 

F . *(s) 
J 

L E(e 
k 

-sC 
j/x. =k) ' b( k) J-1 pro Xj _ 1= 

~c k 
L (--) 'prob(X =k) 
k s+~c j-1 

G. (~) , j=2,3, ... 
J-1 s+~c 
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e 

For the first round we already know 

F
1
*(S) =~ 

s+~c 

Using 

dF.*(s) 
E (C.) ) 

) ds 
s=O 

we readily obtain from (33a) 

E(C. ) 
) 

1 dG
j

_
1 

(z) 

~c dz 
j=2,3, ... 

z=l 
and 

A special case with one token per station 

An important special case is when r
i 

= 1, Vi 

Then G. (z) (29) becomes 
) 00 

G. (z) = 
) 

f 
-A t 

IT {z-(z-l)e i} dF . 
t=O i 

Using (30) we find 

dG. (z) 00 

) 

n -A.t 

5 

(33b) 

(34) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(36) 

E(X. ) -)-- f L: ( 1-e 
l 

)dF. (t) (37) 
dz ) 

Changing 

E (X.) 
) 

z=l t=O 

the order of f and 
n 

n- L: 
i=l 

F. * (A . ) 
) l 

To find F.*(A . ) we use (33a) 
) l 

i=l 

L: 

~c 
F.*(A.) = G)'_l (A . +lIC) j = 2,3, ... 

) l l ~ 

where G. l(z) comes from (36). 
)-

) 

(38) 

(39) 

A special case with an infinite number of small 
identical users and one distinct user 

The n-l=m identical user stations have each r 
tokens and generate traffic each with intensi~y 
AO/m. 

The distinct user has r tokens and generates 
traffic with intensity Al' 

Proceeding as for the previous case we find from 
(29) 

G. (z) 
J 
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A series expansion of the first parenthesis for 
large m gives 

Taking the limit when m + 00 gives 
- (1-z) A t 

lim{}m = e 0 

rrr+oo 

such as ,,,hen m + 00 

G. (z) 
) 

f 
t=O 

(41 ) 

(42) 

Changing the order of summation and integration 
finally gives k 

r r-l r k Al 
G . (z) 

) 
z ·F.* «(1-Z)A )- L: (z -z )-

)-1 0 k=O k! 

f 
t=O 

(43b) 

rO drops out when the number of equal stations m 
increases beyond bounds. The important lesson is 
that the number of tokens per station in this 
large group has no impact on the distinct user, 
only the total arrival intensity AO counts. 

(43) together with (33a) gives the wanted recur
sion for F . *(s). 

) 

From (43b) we see that r>l gives a difference
differential equation in F.*(s) with a consider
able mathematical complexity. 

We look at the case r=l. (43b) reduces to 

G . (z) 
) 

Setting z 

zF j * ( (s-z) AO) + (1-z) F j * (\ + (1-z) AO) (44) 

~ (33a) gives 
s+~c 

F . *(s) 
) 
~ F * (A • ___ s_) + 
s+~c j-l 0 s+~c 

S +-_. 
s+~c 

This recursion formula with 

enables us to find F .*(s). 
J 

j=2 ,3 .. (45a) 

(45b) 
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To find E(C,) we first find 
J 

dG, (z) 
_J __ 

dz 
1 . (-1.

0
) 

y=(l-z)A
O 

dF ,*(Y) 
-Fj* (A

l
+(l-z)A

O
)+(l-z). ~y I· (-1.

0
) (46) 

dG. (z) 
--L

dz 
z=l 

dF.*(y) 
i-A _J __ 

o dy 

Using (35a) we get 

1 

y=O 

(47) 

E (C,) 
J 

(48a) 

and j=2,3, ... 

(48b) 

(48) enables us to compute E(C,) recursively. 
Note however that the recursiorl is nasty since 
F.*(A

1
) depends on other argument values of 

F~~l than \! 
Summing on both sides in (48a) for j=2,3, ... and 
us ing T L: E (C ,) we get 

wp j=l J 

(49) 

The loss probability 

A call from S, is lost if it finds all r, tokens 
at its base station taken for the next r6und. 
These tokens are then all taken within the elapsed 
time T of the particular round it hits. Let 

D. , prob (an arrival from S, finds all 
~J tokens taken/it hits ro~nd j) 

L, ,(T) 
~J 

Then 

L , , ('r) 
~J 

D, . 
~J 

prob (an arrival from S, finds all 
r . tokens taken/it hits~round j n 
eiapsed roundtime is T) 

1-

J L, ,(T) dF, (T) 
o ~J J 

where F. (T) is the PDF of round j-th's elapsed 
time T. J Its Laplace transform is: 

v 
F,*(s) 

J 

1-F,*(s) 
J 

s·E (C ,) 
J 

(50) 

(51 ) 

(52 ) 

6 
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Unconditioning in (51) on hitting C , by using (4) 
finally gives J 

E , 
~ 

waiting times 

(53) 

An arrival which hits a waiting period and is not 
lost, must wait the rest of the current roundtime. 
With FCFS discipline, it also has to wait until 
all those which came in the elapsed time of 
the current round are served. 

The Laplace transform of the conditional waiting 
time for those who hits a waiting period and is 
not lost is 

-sw 
E(e i/hits round j n roundtime is t n 

elapsed roundtime is T n not 
lost n sees k in front of him 
in QR) 

k+l 
=(~) 

s+l1C 
-s (t-T) . e 

uncondi~ioning on seeing k in front yields 
-sw, 

E(e ~/hits round j n roundtime is t n 
elapsed roundtime is T n not lost) 

(54) 

k+1 
= e-S(t-T)L: (~) prob (sees k in front) (55) 

k s+l1c 

The summation is the p g f for the number K in 
front of our call in round j, taken at the point 

~ 
s+l1c 

Denoting this p g f H, ,(Z,T) we have 
~J 

H , ,(Z,T) 
~J 

E(zK/elapsed roundtime is T n 
not lost) 

r i -1 (A,TZ)k -A.T V
lj 

L: ~ ! e ~ 1-L ()' IT E (z /T) 
k=O ij T 1fi 

(56) 

Vl ' 
where E(z J/T ) is given by (26). Then 

-sw 
E(e i/hits round j n roundtime is t 

n elapsed roundtime is T n not lost) 

-S(t-T) 
= e ~H 

s+l1c ij 
(~'T) 
s+l1c 

(57) 

The joint distribution for the roundtime and the 
elapsed time is known from renewal theory to be 

dF. (t) ·dT 
J 
E(C. ) 

J 

(58) 
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such that unconditioning gives 

-sw, 
E(e l/hits round n not lost) 

00 t 
J J e-S(t-T) 

dF, (t)dT 
~ ~c J 

t=O T=O 
s+~c Hij (s+~c,T) ·--E~(~C-,-)---

J 
(59) 

and 
-sw 

E(e i/hits a WP n not lost) 

~L: 
s+~c j=l 

E(C ,) 
--.L 

T 

t 

J J 
t=O T=O 

e-S(t-T)H " (~ , T) . 
1J s+~c 

dF, (t)dT 
J 

E(C, ) 
J 

wp 

(60) 

The conditional waitingtime transform when our call 
hits a NWP is ~ such that 

s+~c 

-sw 
E(e i/not lost) - p + ~ 

- nbp s+jJc Pnwp + 

pwp· T 
wp 

00 t 
L: J J e-S(t-T).H, ,(~,T)dF , (t)dT 

j=l t=O T=O 1J s+~c J 

(61 ) 

For a given H, , the double integral can in prin
ciple be deveidped to bring in the Laplace trans
form of dF, (t). The moments of W, are then found 
in the usual way. 1 

6. DELAY SYSTEM MODEL 

With this model each token request queue has an 
infinite waitingspace and customers have infinite 
patience waiting for a token and a channel. 

This is the wellknown M/M/c/oo system so a lot of 
things is known about the total system. What re
mains to be found is how waitingtimes for the 
various stations are influenced by the channel 
allocation mechanism, mainly governed by the num
ber of tokens allotted to each station and the 
channel queue service discipline. 

This model is difficult to analyze exactly by ana
lytical methods. There has been looked at some 
approximate models and solutions. 

A somewhat more sophisticated model than described 
above has been studied by simulations [EMST 79]. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The problem treated is one of many with simultane
ous possession of resources. Even with Markovian 
assumptions the size and irregularity of the state 
space cause severe problems. Modelling the pro
blem with stochastic Petrinets [MOLL 82] alle
viates some of the burden . 

A major part of this work was done in 1980/81 
while the author was on leave at University of 

7 

California, Santa Barbara. 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 13 June 1983 

Session: 3.1 

4 Paper: 

Q.l (R. Pandya) ' 

Your analysis uses a thr.ee-state model in which the state 
Bc represents all channels busy with no waiting calls. Could 
the same results be obtained by using a busy-period analysis 
with only two states, namely all c channels busy and its 
compl~ment. 

A.l (P.J. Emstead) 

Q.2 

A.2 

The answer is yes. When 'you also plan to study the system 
by simulation this 3 state partioning comes natural. 

(E. Abdou) 

Is there an optimal relationship between the number of 
chanpels c and the total number of tokens? How should the 
total number of tokens be distributed among the n stations to 
ensure equitable availability of the c channels among the 
stations. 

(P. J. Emstead) 

The optimal relationship between the number of channels and 
the number of tokens depends on the ·optimization criterion. 
Very . little has been done so far with the results to study 
such cases. An infinite number of tokens at each station 
will give the same expected waiting time for all calls. 
(needless to . say overload is coped with by limiting the 
number of tokens) • . ., 

Q.3 (C. Giovanni) 

In the paper you study two demand ' access mode~s for earth 
stations sharing a set of satellit~ comm. channels. These 
disciplines, based on channels request tokens, recall two 
kind of system flow control. Have you compared the system 
performances and eventually, the system behaviour in overload 
conditions when these diffe~ent ~ccess methods are used? 



A.3 (P.J. Emstead) 

As you ,state there 
and · several others 
in the queues, ie. 

I 
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are looked at2 types · of call behavior 
are possible, like infinite call patience 
a delay sY$t~m. . . 

Ver,y little has been dQne to study the analytical results, 
but a study based on differ,ent and more sophisticated models 
has been done by simulation. :f.hi.s is r~ference (EMST 79) in 
the paper. . 

• 


